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Discrete dislocation plasticity simulations are performed to investigate the static frictional behavior of a
metal asperity on a large single crystal, in contact with a rigid platen. The focus of this study is on
understanding the relative importance of contact slip opposed to plasticity in a single asperity at the
micrometer size scale, where plasticity is size dependent.

Slip of a contact point is taken to occur when the shear traction exceeds the normal traction at that
point times a microscopic friction coefficient. Plasticity initiates through the nucleation of dislocations
from Frank-Read sources in the metal and is modeled as the collective motion of edge dislocations.

Results show that plasticity can delay or even suppress full slip of the contact. This generally happens
when the friction coefficient is large. However, if the flattening depth is sufficiently large to induce
nucleation of a large dislocation density, slip is suppressed even when the friction coefficient is very
small. This study also shows that when self-similar asperities of different size are flattened to the same
depth and subsequently loaded tangentially, their frictional behavior appears size independent. How-
ever, when they are submitted to the same contact pressure, smaller asperities slip while larger asperities
deform plastically.

© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Friction between two rough surfaces resists their relative mo-
tion. The surfaces respond to an applied sliding force by deforming
elastically and plastically and by eventually loosing adhesion.
Plastic deformation and loss of adhesion are competing mecha-
nisms: if the contact roughness can respond to the applied load
through plastic deformation, slip at the interface might not take
place, albeit at the macroscale the bodies appear displaced relative
to each other. The occurrence of slip will clearly depend also on the
interfacial energy between the contacting surfaces, and therefore
on the materials in contact.

The classical AmontonseCoulomb law of friction states that the
onset of sliding of a macro-scale contact occurs when the ratio
between the tangential force f and the applied normal force fn ex-
ceeds the static friction coefficient m. This statement relies on the
assumption that the friction coefficient m is a constant and there-
fore a property of the interface, and that it is not important how the
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
friction force and the normal force vary along the contact, since
only forces averaged along the contact are considered. Along the
same line, Bowden and Tabor [1] stated that the friction force is
proportional to the true contact area C, where the proportionality
constant is the friction strength. Again, variations in the shear stress
along the contact are not assumed to be significant or relevant in
the friction process.

However, when two surfaces are under contact loading, it has
been shown by molecular dynamics [2] and discrete dislocation
plasticity simulations [3] that the contact shear stress varies
significantly along the apparent contact area. This is mainly
attributed to the fact that the true contact area is highly patchy at
the micrometer scale. Unfortunately, the measurement of true
contact area is far from easy, especially when both materials in
contact are non transparent. While the average size of the contact
area can be obtained by acoustic or electroconductivity measure-
ments, details of the contact area can only be captured by means of
microscopy if the contacting materials are transparent, made for
instance of acrylate [4]. A technique that is often used in biome-
chanics to measure areas and pressures under moderate applied
forces involves the use of pressure-sensitive Fuji film [5]. More
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional model of a rectangular asperity protruding from a large
crystal flattened and sheared by a rigid platen.
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sophisticated experimental techniques are those devised by the
groups of Fineberg [6] and of Bonn [7]. The first groups make use of
a laser beam to detect the true contact area between PMMA blocks,
the second relies on the enhancement of the fluorescence of rig-
idochromic probe molecules attached to one of the contacting
surfaces. The experimental contact surfaces measured with the
various techniques have always a patchy nature, irrespectively of
the material tested. Consequently, it is to be expected that for
metals the contact pressure profile is indeed a collection of high
peaks, instead of a smooth pressure distribution as is predicted by
continuum plasticity simulations, e.g. Ref. [8].

The aim of this paper is to investigate the frictional behavior of a
single microscale asperity protruding from the surface of a metal
body, accounting for plasticity. Plastic deformation has been
observed experimentally when flattening spherical single [9] and
multi-asperities [10] with moderate contact loads. The numerical
technique used in this study is the discrete dislocation plasticity
method [11] which can capture key features of microscale plas-
ticity: size effects [12e14], strain gradient effects [15e17] as well as
local stress peaks in the surface pressure [12,18]. Attention herewill
mainly focus on the competition between plasticity and slip, for
micron-scale asperities of different size.

This work is an extension of previous discrete dislocation plas-
ticity studies where a single or multiple asperities were plastically
sheared, under sticking contact conditions [19,20]. Due to the full
sticking nature of the contact, a very high shear stress was reached
locally on the contact. Here, we use a contact condition that,
instead, allows for local sliding. Inspired by the CattaneoeMindlin
problem [21,22], the contact will slip when the contact shear stress
exceeds the normal shear stress multiplied by a constant friction
coefficient. The difference with the CattaneoeMindlin problem and
with the classical Amonton's law is that instead of using average
stresses on the contact, local stresses will be computed at each
point in contact. For simplicity in the interpretation of the results,
the asperities are firstly flattened with a rigid platen, such as to
reach elastic or plastic deformation, and subsequently loaded
tangentially by rigidly displacing the platen. Also, the asperity is
taken to be flat initially, so that the contact area stays constant
during the simulation. This choice is motivated by the fact that
flattening asperities with sinusoidal profile leads to a highly frag-
mented contact area, with a large central contact region sur-
rounded by many small contact patches. The contact patches are a
consequence of dislocations leaving behind crystallographic steps
at the surface [18]. Using such a fragmented contact area as the
starting point for the shearing simulations has the drawback that
the size of the small contact patches can be an order of magnitude
smaller than the large contact area, and therefore the question
arises on whether the various contact patches should have the
same friction coefficient, and if not, how much should they differ.
Additionally, the size and location of the contact patches is sto-
chastic and obtain statistically significant results would require a
large number of simulations.

A similar modeling approach for dry static friction was used by
Deshpande et al. [23] who investigated the behavior of flat and
sinusoidal microscale contacts on a flat metal single crystal. The
contact was mimicked bymeans of a cohesive zone. De-adhesion of
the interface was modeled via a shear traction versus tangential
displacement relationship, which is characterized by a cohesive
strength, independent of the normal load acting on the contact. The
paper [23] has the merit of showing that the friction stress is
dominated by slip at small contact size (smaller thanz 40 nm), and
by plasticity at large contact size (larger thanz4mm). However, the
assumption that the cohesive strength t is independent of both
contact size and normal loading, leads to very high friction co-
efficients (m¼t/Pm reaches values much above 10 in Ref. [23]). It
should be noted that this is not in conflict with the BowdeneTabor
interpretation of the friction force being the product of friction
strength and contact area, because they assumed that the contact
area increases with increasing normal loading. Nevertheless, in
order to avoid any possible confusion on this, we here introduce a
friction coefficient that relates the shear traction to the local contact
pressure.

2. Formulation

2.1. Boundary value problem

A rigid platen is in contact with a large metal single crystal
through a single rectangular asperity that protrudes from the sur-
face of the metal crystal (see Fig. 1). The length of the crystal is
L¼ 1000mm and its height h¼ 50mm. The loading consists of two
steps: first the asperity is flattened by prescribing vertical
displacement of the rigid platen, then the platen is displaced
tangentially. During flattening,

u2
�
x1; hþ hp

� ¼ �
Z

C

v2dt; (1)

where v2 is the velocity of the rigid platen in the vertical direction
and C:¼[�w/2,w/2] is the contact area. Outside the contact region,
the top surface is traction free. The boundary conditions at the
bottom are:

u1 ¼ u2 ¼ 0; on x2 ¼ 0: (2)

The traction distribution along the contact normal to the platen
determines the flattening force Fn (per unit of out-of-plane depth):

Fn :¼ �
Z

C

s22dx1: (3)

Similarly, the shear force is calculated as

Fs :¼
Z

C

s12dx1: (4)

After flattening, a tangential displacement is imposed at the
contact by prescribing

u1
�
x1; hþ hp

� ¼
Z

C

v1dt; (5)

u2
�
x1; hþ hp

� ¼ u0; x12C; (6)

where v1 is the velocity of the platen in the horizontal direction and
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u0 is the flattening depth obtained after normal loading. However, if
at any contact point

����s12s22

���� � m; (7)

where m is the local friction coefficient, de-adhesion is assumed to
occur and the boundary condition in Eq. (5) is replaced with

f
�
x1; hþ hp

� ¼ signðs12Þm
��fn�x1; hþ hp

���: (8)

For the contact to slip fully the condition in Eq. (7) needs to be
satisfied everywhere along the contact.

During tangential loading, part of the surface may be subjected
to tension. Since the contact can slip, it is realistic to expect that the
contact can detach in the normal direction when a critical separa-
tion strength ss is reached. However, since we cannot estimate this
critical value we will assume that the contact detaches in the
normal direction as soon as it is under tension.
1 http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/friction-coefficients-d_778.html.
2.2. Discrete dislocation plasticity

The simulations are performed using the discrete dislocation
(DD) plasticity method proposed by Van der Giessen and Needle-
man [11]. The stress, strain, and displacement fields of the dis-
located crystal are calculated making use of the superposition of
elastic fields. The analytical elastic solution for the dislocations in
an infinite medium is superposed to the numerical correction for
the image field that takes the boundary conditions into account.
The image fields are here solved by finite elements. The finite
element mesh is made of very fine square elements with di-
mensions of 1.25 nm at the surface of the crystal to capture the
contact stress distribution, while the mesh is coarser at the bottom
of the crystal. The crystal is taken to have the elastic properties of
aluminum with Young's modulus E¼ 70 GPa, shear modulus
G¼ 26 GPa and Poisson's ratio n¼0.33.

Inspired by Rice [24], the FCC crystal is modeled in two di-
mensions by considering three potentially active slip systems that
are oriented at 60+ relative to each other; the crystal is oriented
such that the slip planes are at 4¼15+, 75+ and 135+ relative to the
crystal surface. The spacing between slip planes in the crystal is
200b, where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector (b¼ 0.25 nm).

The development of the dislocation structure on the slip planes
in the crystal follows constitutive rules that incorporate nucleation,
glide and annihilation of dislocations, as well as pinning at obsta-
cles. The simulation starts from a dislocation free state. The crystal
contains a given density of dislocation sources and obstacles.
Dislocation dipoles formwhen the shear stress on a source is larger
than its strength. The average strength of sources is taken to be
tnuc ¼ 50 MPa, with a 20% standard deviation. Two other param-
eters which are related to nucleation are the time tnuc required for
its formation and the spacing between dislocations at nucleation,
Ldis¼Gb/2p(1�n)tnuc. The glide velocity vI of the Ith dislocation is
proportional to the PeacheKoehler force fI, according to vI¼ fI/B
where B is the drag coefficient. Point obstacles are included in the
simulation to represent small precipitates in the material where
dislocations can be pinned, as long as the PeacheKoehler force on
the pinned dislocation at the obstacles is less than b times their
strength, tobs ¼ 150 MPa. Impenetrable obstacles which are put
20 nm underneath the contact prevent dislocations to exit the
contact. The average source spacing Lnuc is taken to be 0.13mm,
while the average obstacle spacing Lobs is 0.18mm, unless stated
otherwise. The time span necessary for nucleation of a dislocation
dipole, tnuc, is 10 ns.
3. Flattening of the asperity

An asperity with dimensions w¼ 4mm and hp¼ 2mm is flat-
tened to u2¼ 0.012mm. The friction coefficients chosen for these
simulations are m¼0.1, 0.3 and 0.7, which cover a range of experi-
mental friction coefficients for engineering materials.1 The upper
limit of the realm of friction coefficients, i.e. a full sticking contact, is
studied in Ref. [19] and the lower limit, frictionless, is evidently
meaningless. The simulations are first performed under fully elastic
conditions, i.e. without dislocation sources, to be able to better
assess the effect of plasticity through comparison.

3.1. Elastic results

Results in terms of normal and shear stress at the contact and the
horizontal displacement of the contact, at final displacement,
u2¼ 0.012mm, are presented in Fig. 2. The stress profile s22 in Fig. 2a
is hardly sensitive to the friction coefficient, contrary to the contact
shear stress s12 (see Fig. 2b) which is approximately constant in the
slipped region when m¼0.1. It should be noted that the stress s12
upon slipping is ms22, where m is constant. Since the stress s22 is very
high at the corners of both sides of the contact, also the contact shear
stress s12 shows a gradient at the edges of the contact.

The corresponding horizontal displacement in Fig. 2c shows that
some slip occurs during flattening, as a result of the lateral
expansion of the asperity. The area over which slip occurs increases
with decreasing friction coefficient. The contact with m¼0.7 does
not slip during flattening, while for the two smaller friction co-
efficients slip has initiated from both sides of the contact (as to be
expected in a CattaneoeMindlin problem).

3.2. DD results

In DD simulations, dislocations can nucleate and glide in the
asperity and in a region below the asperity of dimensions
Lpl¼ 60mm and Hpl¼ 15mm as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 shows that after yield the contact pressure increases very
slowly with increasing displacement. The dislocation density,
however increases rapidly to sustain the required plastic defor-
mation. The dislocation density produced during flattening plays a
key role during subsequent tangential loading for two reasons.
First, there may be dislocations available to glide at a lower applied
shear stress than the nucleation strength, so as to facilitate plastic
shearing. Second, when dislocations are in the proximity of the
contact, local slip may be induced by their fields.

Even though the contact is always under compression during
elastic flattening, the presence of dislocations in the vicinity of the
contact may locally induce a state of tension, and the contact de-
taches locally from the platen.

Comparison of the stress profiles predicted by the DD simula-
tions in Fig. 4a and b with the corresponding elastic simulations in
Fig. 2a and b reveals that the presence of dislocations in the vicinity
of the contact gives rise to large stress fluctuations even though the
contact area is continuous.

Fig. 4c shows the horizontal displacement for different friction
coefficients. By comparing the results of the DD simulations in
Fig. 4c with the elastic results in Fig. 2c, we see that the dislocations
have enhanced the extent of slip for all friction coefficients. In the
case of the smallest friction coefficient, the contact in the presence
of dislocations has slipped completely. The associated release of
constraint is the origin for the slightly lower yield pressure for
m¼0.1 seen in Fig. 3.

http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/friction-coefficients-d_778.html


Fig. 2. The stress profiles (a) s22, (b) s12 and (c) the horizontal displacement of the contact of an asperity with w¼ 4mm and hp¼ 2mm at the final flattening depth u2¼ 0.012mm for
different friction coefficients.

Fig. 3. The contact pressure and dislocation density during flattening of a w¼ 4.0mm
asperity in the plastic regime.
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4. Tangential loading of the asperity

After flattening to u0¼ 0.012mm (cf. Figs. 2 and 4), or even
further to u2¼ 0.02mm, the asperity is loaded tangentially to
u1¼0.03mm.

4.1. Elastic results

Elastic simulations are performed for three friction co-
efficients, i.e. m¼0.1, 0.4 and 0.7. Fig. 5 shows the contact shear
stress normalized by the mean contact pressure Pm during
tangential loading versus the horizontal displacement of the
platen, after flattening to u2¼ 0.0012 mm and u2¼ 0.02 mm. For the
smaller flattening depth, the contact slips completely for both
friction coefficients, as attested by the plateau of the curves. When
the flattening depth is larger and therefore the applied normal
load is larger, full slip occurs only for the smaller friction
Fig. 4. The stress profiles (a) s22, (b) s12 and (c) the horizontal displacement of the co
coefficient.
For the smaller flattening depth, Fig. 6a shows the difference

between the applied displacement and the horizontal displace-
ment of the contact at the end of loading, when u1¼0.03mm. It is
found that for the smaller friction coefficients the contact has fully
slipped at a rather small applied displacement, since the relative
slip of the contacting surfaces is close to 0.03mm everywhere. For
the largest friction coefficient, sliding occurs much later.

Notice that when the friction coefficient is as small as 0.1, the
surface is entirely under compression, as shown in Fig. 6b, while for
a large value of the friction coefficient, m¼0.7, the stress at the right
hand corner of the contact is set to zero, otherwise it would be
under tension. Detachment in normal direction of the side of the
contact results in a decrease of contact area of about 0.8mm at the
end of loading (see Fig. 6b), and a vanishing shear stress in the same
region (see Fig. 6c).

4.2. DD results

In this section the asperity is tangentially loaded after being
flattened to different depths with two different friction coefficients,
m¼0.4 and m¼0.7. Results in terms of mean contact shear stress,
t¼Fs/w divided by mean contact pressure, Pm¼ Fn/w, are shown in
Fig. 7; this ratio defines the macroscopic friction coefficient.

For a small flattening depth and therefore low contact pressure,
the asperities behave elastically for both friction coefficients, and
therefore macroscopic sliding occurs fully by slip of the contact.
With increasing flattening depth (contact pressure), the plastic
behavior becomes dominant for small shearing displacement (see
Fig. 7a), but full slip of the contact finally occurs. Here, a contact is
considered to be fully slipping when j〈t/Pm〉�mj�m� 0.03, where
〈t/Pm〉 is the average value of t/Pm between u1¼0.025 and
u1¼0.03. The value 0.03 is chosen to include wiggly curves like the
blue one in Fig. 7a which have reached a plateau on average. Only
for m¼0.7, see Fig. 7b, for the two largest flattening depth loading up
ntact, at the final flattening depth u2¼ 0.012mm for different friction coefficients.



Fig. 5. The contact shear stress normalized by the mean contact pressure for the
asperity with w¼ 4mm after flattening to different flattening depths.
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to u1¼0.03m m does not lead to de-adhesion of the contact and is
fully accommodated by plasticity. Thus, the larger the contact
pressure and the larger the friction coefficient, the larger the role
played by plasticity. Notice that in Fig. 7b the curves for larger
flattening depth do not start from zero, since during flattening
dislocations were nucleated and therefore the final flattening depth
has a shear stress different from zero, and dependent on the
dislocation distribution.

Similarly to Figs. 6 and 8 shows the relative displacement of the
contacting surfaces and stress distribution for the intermediate
Fig. 6. Elasticity: (a) the difference between the applied displacement and the horizontal dis
u1¼0.03mm for different contact conditions. Prior to shearing, the asperity was flattened t

Fig. 7. The contact shear stress divided by normal stress as a function of horizontal displace
and (b) m¼0.7. Each simulation is identified with a capital letter, for ease of interpretation
flattening depth, u2¼ 0.012mm. Most importantly Fig. 8a reveals
that slip of the contact with m¼0.7 is negligible, therefore the
frictional behavior is controlled by plasticity (note that, in contrast,
full slip has instead occurred for m¼0.1). The stress profiles in Fig. 8b
and c presents high peaks. These peaks have smaller magnitude
than those observed in previous studies [18] for discontinuous
contact areas, and are simply the signature of the presence of dis-
locations close to the contact.

It should be noted that since the contact cannot be under ten-
sion, it detaches and causes the contact shear stress to increase as a
consequence of the reduction in contact area. The decrease in
contact area as shown in Fig. 9 occurs stochastically from regions of
the contact where dislocations impinge, and not from the right
hand corner of the contact as occurred when the behavior is fully
elastic (cf. Fig. 6b).

The distribution of shear stress and of the dislocations at the end
of tangential loading is presented in Fig. 10 for the cases m¼0.1 and
m¼0.7. Even the case with smaller friction coefficient, which ends
with a fully slipped contact, has an appreciable density of disloca-
tions, nucleated partly during flattening (not shown) and partly
during tangential loading. The density is significantly larger in the
crystal with the larger friction coefficient. A very large shear band
runs across the asperity and partly into the crystal underneath. For
this crystal, a high density of dislocations piling up at or near the
contact results in high-stressed areas where the contact opens up
(see Fig. 10c and d for the contact profiles), thus decreasing the total
contact area (cf. Fig. 9). In the presence of dislocations, not only the
contact pressure but also the shear stress is highly inhomogeneous
along the contact, thus very localized slip takes place at stochastic
placement of the contact, (b) the s22 and (c) s12 profiles at the horizontal displacement
o u2¼ 0.012mm.

ment of the platen after flattening to various depths, for friction coefficients (a) m¼0.4
of Fig. 11.



Fig. 8. Discrete dislocation plasticity: (a) the difference between the applied displacement and the horizontal displacement of the contact for various friction coefficients, (b) the s22
and (c) s12 profiles at the horizontal displacement u1¼0.03mm for m¼0.4 and m¼0.7.

Fig. 9. The variation of true contact area at the flattening depth u2¼ 0.012mm.
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locations along the contact. This results in continuous redistribu-
tion of stress along the contact during loading.

As observed in Fig. 10 the occurrence of dislocation plasticity in
the asperity does not imply that the contact remains completely
adhered during tangential loading. However, if dislocation plas-
ticity is absent the contact certainly looses adhesion and slips. The
Fig. 10. The stress state s12 and dislocation distribution for (a) m¼0.1 and (b) m¼0.7 at the
u2¼ 0.012mm and u1¼0.03mm for different friction coefficients (c) m¼0.1 and (d) m¼0.7. T
magnified by a factor 50 for clarity of representation. (For interpretation of the references t
red curve in Fig. 11 denotes for any value of the friction coefficient,
the maximum contact pressure for which not a single dislocation
was nucleated during tangential loading; beyond this pressure, slip
is accompanied by plastic deformation, varying from local incipient
plasticity to complete plastic shearing. The data points are obtained
in the following way: if for a given friction coefficient and contact
pressure only one realization out of three leads to a nucleation
event, the simulations for the other two realizations are repeated
with a progressively larger friction coefficient, until all three re-
alizations lead to a nucleation event. The data point represents the
average friction coefficient, while the error bars denote the spread
in friction coefficient.

The blue line in Fig. 11, instead, distinguishes between contacts
that fully slip and contacts that only slip partially. We remind the
reader that a contact is considered to slip fully when j〈t/Pm〉�
mj�m� 0.03, where 〈t/Pm〉 is the average value of t/Pm between
u1¼0.025 and u1¼0.03.

Data points on the dashed-dotted lines correspond to the data in
Fig. 7 at u1¼0.03mm. For m¼0.4 two simulations are fully elastic (A
and B) while in the others some plastic activity develops during
tangential loading. For the larger friction coefficient, m¼0.7, two of
the cases (D and E) involve so much plastic flow of the asperity that
only partial slipping of the contact takes place. As expected, the
higher the friction coefficient the larger the contribution of
tangential displacement u1¼0.03mm. The surface profiles at the final displacement
he red curve represents the deformed surface, where the vertical displacements are
o colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 11. Mechanism map of dry friction as function of microscopic friction coefficient m
and the applied mean contact pressure Pm, normalized by the dislocation nucleation
strength. The lines delimit regions where no dislocation plasticity and full slip take
place. The construction of the lines is discussed in the text. The data points labelled
with letters correspond to the final shearing displacements, u1¼0.03m m in Fig. 7.

Fig. 13. Effect of asperity size on the mechanism map, related to incipient plasticity
and slip. The values of m are averaged over three realizations.
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plasticity. Above the blue line the contact behavior is controlled by
plasticity, below the red line by slip and in between lines, plastic
relaxation is not sufficient to prevent full slip fromoccurring. Notice
also that the slope of the blue curve changes rather abruptly at
larger mean contact pressure. As shown in Fig. 3, after yield, an
increase of the flattening depth only requires a slightly higher
contact pressure, but significantly affects dislocation density. In this
figure, at large Pm a small increase of contact pressure corresponds
indeed to a large increase of flattening depth and dislocation
density, therefore to a significant change in the response upon
tangential loading: the larger the availability of dislocations the
more plastic flow during shearing, even at a very low friction
coefficient.
4.2.1. Size effects
Simulations are performed for asperities with the same aspect

ratio hp/w¼ 0.5 but a smaller size w¼ 0.8mm to investigate a
possible size dependent response. The asperity is flattened to
different values of depths and then tangentially loaded up to
u1¼0.03mm.

Fig. 12a compares the frictional behavior of two self-affine as-
perities of different size flattened to various depth. For a friction
coefficient m¼0.6 it is not possible to see any appreciable size
dependence. When the flattening depth is small, the frictional
Fig. 12. The ratio t/Pm vs tangential displacement for self-affine asperities of different
response is fully controlled by interfacial slip and when the flat-
tening depth is larger, a first plastic response is followed by slip. The
curve for u2¼ 0.012m m and w¼ 4m m shows a harder response
towards the end of the simulation than the smaller asperity. It
should be noticed, though, that flattening asperities of different size
to the same depth requires a different contact pressure. This is the
reasonwhy there is no size dependent behavior for these small and
large asperities. In order to reveal the size dependence, we compare
the frictional behavior of self-similar asperities flattened to the
same pressure (see Fig. 12b): the behavior of smaller asperities is
controlled by interfacial slip, while larger asperities tend to deform
plastically. The situation presented in Fig. 12a is important in
relation to the frictional behavior of two surfaces with very
different elastic properties: one very compliant, the other nearly
rigid. The nearly rigid body flattens differently sized asperities to
the same depth. When both surfaces have a similar compliance, the
response would be in between what presented in Figs. 12a and (b):
there will be a size dependence, but smaller than observed in
Fig. 12b.

For a better comparison between small and large asperities,
Fig. 13 shows a similar mechanism map as Fig. 11 but now for
w¼ 0.8m m. The border of incipient plasticity is shifted to larger
pressures for smaller asperities. This size dependence is slightly
more pronounced when the friction coefficient is small. Fig. 13 also
indicates where full slip of the contact occurs, and where the
contact only partially slips. Like for plastic shearing, the size
dependence is strongest when the friction coefficient is small.
size for m¼0.6 flattened to (a) various depths and (b) various constant pressure.



Fig. 14. t/Pm versus horizontal displacement for different dislocation source spacing.
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Evidently, when the friction coefficient is small, plasticity does not
sufficiently support plastic flow in the small asperities, due to
source limitation, and this results in earlier interfacial slip.

The results presented so far are clearly dependent on the size of
the asperity. Yet, there is another key length scale: the mean dis-
tance between dislocation sources.

Fig. 14 shows the frictional behavior of an asperity flattened to
u2¼ 0.012m m for various densities of dislocation sources. As ex-
pected, the smaller the spacing between sources the larger is the
applied sliding displacement necessary to reach the critical friction
coefficient, m¼0.7.

5. Conclusions

Discrete dislocation plasticity simulations were performed to
investigate the static frictional behavior of a rectangular asperity
protruding from a large single crystal. The contact between the
asperity and a rigid platen is modeled such that slip at any contact
point occurs when the shear stress at that point exceeds the normal
stress times a constant(microscopic) friction coefficient. The
simulation results lead us to the following conclusions.

� The larger the flattening depth and the contact pressure, the
larger the effect of plasticity during tangential loading.
Depending on its extent, plastic deformation can delay or
completely suppress full slip of the contact.

� The larger the local friction coefficient, the more the macro-
scopic frictional behavior is controlled by plasticity. When the
local friction coefficient is large, sliding is accommodated
through plastic flow. When the local friction coefficient is small,
tangential loading generally leads to full slip of the contact.
However, if the flattening depth is so large that a high disloca-
tion density is present, slip of the contact is only partial even if
the friction coefficient is small.

� In the presence of dislocations, the contact pressure and shear
stress is highly inhomogeneous along the contact. As a conse-
quence localized slip takes place at stochastic locations along
the contact. This is different from what is observed elastically
(see also the CattaneoeMindlin problem) where slip always
starts from the edges of the contact.

� When self-similar asperities of different size are flattened to the
same depth, their overall friction behavior is the same. This is
because at the same flattening depth, small asperities are sub-
jected to a larger contact pressure, but, due to source limitation,
this has induced approximately the same plastic activity.

Instead, when self-similar asperities of different size are flat-
tened to the same contact pressure, plastic deformation dominates
the behavior of large asperities, while contact slip dominates the
behavior of small asperities.

Our results suggest that the frictional behavior of surfaces, i.e. to
which extent contacting bodies slide at the interface, strongly de-
pends on the amount of plasticity generated during contact loading.
When a large dislocation density is produced during normal
loading, interfacial slip is less likely to occur. Plastic deformation of
small asperities is source limited, but they are usually subjected to a
larger pressure than large asperities, since their area of contact is
smaller. Consequently when real rough surfaces are brought into
contact and tangentially loaded, small asperities are not expected
to slide before larger asperities.
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